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ABSTRACT: Results from different laboratories indicate that nitric oxide (NO) and
carbon monoxide (CO) coexist in the human airways both in health and disease. These
gases are present in exhaled human breath and high concentrations of NO as well as
CO have been reported in the nasal airways. In addition, exhaled CO and NO are
increased in patients with airways inflammation. NO and CO were measured
simultaneously in orally exhaled air and in air sampled from the nose in 18 healthy
subjects using chemiluminescence (for NO) and infrared (for CO) techniques at
different fixed flow rates. The acute effects of smoking on airway release of NO and
CO were also studied.
Nasal NO was detected in all subjects and the concentrations were highly flowdependent (mean¡SEM: 236¡23 and 527¡49 parts per billion (ppb), at 2 and
0.5 L?min-1, respectively). In contrast, no evidence of CO release in the nasal airways
regardless of sample flow rate was found. In fact, additional experiments indicated a net
absorption of CO when low levels of this gas were flushed through the nasal cavity.
Nasal CO also remained undetectable after smoking. Both NO (22¡2 ppb) and CO
(1.1¡0.1 parts per million) were consistently found in orally exhaled air. CO, but not
NO, levels increased acutely after smoking a cigarette.
The authors conclude that the patterns of nitric oxide and carbon monoxide release in
the airways seem to differ profoundly in healthy subjects. Orally exhaled air contains
both nitric oxide and carbon dioxide whereas nasal air contains nitric oxide only.
Eur Respir J 2002; 19: 100–103.

Measurements of airway-derived nitric oxide (NO)
have received a lot of attention over the past decade
[1–3]. Exhaled NO is increased in asthma [2] and
suggestions have been made that this noninvasive
test can be used to monitor airways inflammation.
In healthy subjects NO release in the lower airways
is generally low [4]. In contrast, high levels of NO
are found in the nasal airways of healthy subjects [4].
Parts of the NO found in nasally derived air is
produced in the paranasal sinuses, where a high-rate
producing inducible NO synthase is constantly
expressed [5].
The finding that NO is released at different levels in
the respiratory system in health and disease has
triggered an interest in also measuring other gaseous
compounds in exhaled breath. Recently, there have
been several reports on increased levels of exhaled
carbon monoxide (CO) in patients with airways
inflammation [6–17]. In addition, it has also been
suggested that CO is released in the nose and
paranasal sinuses of healthy people [18]. Thus, it
seems as though NO and CO coexist in the airways
both in health and disease. Despite the relatively
large numbers of studies looking at the airway release
of NO or CO there have been few attempts to measure both gases simultaneously in healthy subjects
using standardised procedures. The current authors
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therefore, decided to study the levels of both NO and
CO in healthy subjects at different levels of the
respiratory tract.
Materials and methods
Study subjects
A total of 18 nonsmoking or occasionally smoking
volunteers (aged 24–46 yrs, seven females) participated in the study. All were healthy without any
ongoing infection or history of airway disease. In all
the subjects NO, CO and carbon dioxide (CO2) levels
were measured in nasal air as well as orally exhaled
air. In addition, in seven of the subjects (the occasional smokers, aged 33–37 yrs, one female) airway
release of NO and CO was also measured 5 min after
smoking a cigarette. None had smoked within 2 days
prior to the study. The study was approved by the
local Ethics Committee, and informed consent was
obtained from each volunteer.
Collection of nasal air
A tightly fitting nasal olive was introduced into one
nostril. The olive was connected to a suction pump
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Collection of orally exhaled air
The subjects inhaled to TLC from a clean-air
reservoir and exhaled after a breath-hold of 5 s. The
first portion of exhaled air was discarded, whereas
the last portion was collected at a flow rate of
40–50 mL?s-1 in a polyurethane bag for immediate
analysis of NO, CO and CO2.
Analysis of nitric oxide carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide
Analysis of the gases in the polyurethane bags was
carried out within 1 min of airway sampling starting with CO2 followed by NO and CO. CO2 was
measured with an infrared (IR) technique (Capnomac,
Datex, Sweden), as was CO (NDIR analyser, UNOR
610; Maihak AG, Hamburg, Germany) and NO with
chemiluminescence (AM 77 Eco Physics, Switzerland).
Sample air was dehumidified with Naphion membranes before NO and CO analyses. The detection
limits for CO2, CO and NO were 0.2%, 0.1 ppm and 1
parts per billion (ppb)/ respectively. In all cases the
amount of air in the bag was sufficient to give a full
recovery of the signal by the three different analysers.
The stability of the gases in the polyurethane bags
was tested in some cases by measuring NO, CO and
CO2 once again 3 min later which gave the same
result (data not shown). A two-point calibration was
performed for all three analysers using medical
breathing air (zero point calibration) and synthetic
gas mixtures in nitrogen (10 ppm NO, 20 ppm CO
and 5% CO2, AGA AB, Lidingö, Sweden).
During the experiments ambient levels of NO and
CO never exceeded 10 ppb and 0.1 ppm, respectively.
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Fig. 1. – Levels (mean¡SEM) of nitric oxide (NO: $) and carbon
monoxide (CO: #) in air flushed through the nose at three
different flow rates (n=18). ppb: parts per billion.

Results
Nasal sampling
Nasal NO was flow-dependent with the mean¡SEM
being: 236¡23 ppb at 2 L?min-1, 347¡31 ppb at
1 L?min-1 and 527¡49 ppb at 0.5 L?min-1. Nasal CO
and CO2 signals were below the detection limit of
the analysers in every subject at all flow rates (fig. 1).
CO levels also remained undetectable after smoking
a cigarette (fig. 2).
When CO (1.4 ppm) was flushed through the nose
from one nostril to the other the CO signal decreased
by 0.3–0.8 ppm, with a mean of 0.54 ppm.
Orally exhaled air
NO was found at a level of 22¡2 ppb in orally
exhaled air. CO was detected in all subjects with a
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and flow was adjusted to 0.5, 1 or 2 L?min-1.
Aspirated air was led into a nonreactive polyurethane
bag (0.6 L) impermeable to NO and CO. During
sampling the subjects were asked to hold their breath
with the mouth closed forcing air to flow from one
nostril to the other via the nasopharynx. Sampling was
initiated immediately following nasal inspiration to
total lung capacity (TLC). To assure zero inlet levels
of CO and NO a second olive was introduced into
the other nostril and further connected to a clean-air
reservoir. NO- and CO-free air was generated by
feeding medical breathing air (AGA AB, Stockholm,
Sweden) through a Purafill drypowder scrubber and
an electronic scrubber (Alphagaz air flow, Air Liquide
Gas AB, Kista Sweden).
In five of the subjects CO was also measured in air
(1.4 parts per million (ppm) CO) that had passed
through the nose from one nostril to the other. The
aspirating (0.5 L?min-1) sampling tube of the CO
analyser (see below) was connected to an olive and
introduced into one nostril. A second olive was
connected to the bag with CO-containing air and
introduced in the other nostril. During sampling the
subjects were asked to hold their breath. When
measuring nasal NO and CO after smoking a cigarette
the flow of 2 L?min-1 was used.
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Fig. 2. – The effect of smoking on levels (mean¡SEM) of carbon
monoxide (CO) in orally exhaled air and in air derived from the
nasal cavity (nasal air). Measurements (n=7) were made 5 min
after smoking one cigarette. ppm: parts per million.
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mean value of 1.1¡0.1 ppm (range 0.3–2.1 ppm). The
CO2 signal was 4.8¡0.1%. Smoking a cigarette caused
a three-fold rise in CO (from 1.2¡0.2 to 3.7¡0.5 ppm)
whilst NO remained unchanged (20¡3 before smoking
versus 21¡2 ppb after smoking).
Discussion
The authors attempted to study NO and CO
simultaneously in nasal air as well as in orally exhaled
air. This was achieved by collecting the airway
samples in bags followed by immediate analyses
of both NO and CO. On-line measurements of the
gases would have given more information about the
dynamics in a single oral exhalation. However, since
the response time of the analysers differed greatly, an
exact integration of all three signals would have been
difficult to achieve. For nasal measurements a method
where air was sampled from the nasal cavity, at a fixed
flow rate, and collected in nonreactive gas impermeable bags was used. Analysis of NO, CO and CO2
were performed within 1 min of collecting the air.
Since both NO and CO are normal constituents of the
environment, caution was taken to secure a zero
inflow of these gases during nasal sampling. The
absence of CO2 in all nasal samples assured that lower
airway gases had not mixed with nasal air during
sampling. Conversely, an alveolar origin of exhaled
gases was verified by the presence of CO2 during oral
exhalation. As predicted [4], NO was low in orally
exhaled air and high in nasal air. Moreover, nasal NO
was highly flow-dependent with higher levels obtained
at a low flow. Exhaled or nasal NO, as measured
5 min after smoking, was not affected by cigarette
smoking.
CO was present in orally exhaled air. The levels of
CO in orally exhaled air exceeded NO by a factor
of 30, and increased as predicted after smoking a
cigarette. In contrast, no evidence of CO release in the
nasal airways was found. If CO was continuously
produced, and released in significant amounts in the
nasal airways one would expect a flow-dependency in
the obtained values as observed for NO. However, the
authors were unable to detect any CO signal in nasal
air even at the lowest flow-rates used. The high levels
of NO in the very same sample bag confirmed the true
nasal origin of this air. Moreover, the absence of CO2
in the nasal samples did exclude the possibility of
contamination with lower airway gases.
The IR technique used for CO measurements is
considered very accurate for measuring CO even in
the sub-ppm range. Indeed, the capability of the
analyser to detect low levels of CO in this set-up was
verified by the oral measurements, where a clear
CO signal was uniformly seen in all subjects (0.3–
2.1 ppm). In fact, even a 10-fold dilution of orally
exhaled air (CO=2.0 ppm) with zero air gave a clear
signal of 0.2 ppm, which is close to the detection limit
of the analyser (data not shown). Obviously, the fact
that CO may be released in the nose at levels lower
than this cannot be excluded. ANDERSSON et al. [18]
reported nasal and sinus levels of CO w1 ppm, which
is in sharp contradiction to the present findings. The

reason for the discrepancy between the two studies
can only be speculated upon. Nevertheless, there are
some methodological differences between the two
studies. In the study by ANDERSSON et al. [18] ambient
CO levels were much higher (0.75 ppm) and these
were subtracted from the obtained values. The present
study used CO-free air, which was introduced in
the contralateral nostril during sampling. Moreover,
ambient CO levels were very low throughout the
experimental period. It could be speculated that in
areas of high ambient CO levels, this gas is absorbed
into the blood or mucus and slowly released in the
nose during a long period of time after exposure. This
has been well characterised for orally exhaled CO
where the levels are increased a long period of time
after smoking a CO-containing cigarette, and this
is due to the rather slow uncoupling of CO from
haemoglobin. However, in this study no increase in
nasal CO after smoking was found, indicating that
any passage of CO from the blood to the nasal cavity
is low. ANDERSSON et al. [18] sampled nasal air during
tidal breathing through the mouth as one part of
the study. This approach would increase the risk for
contamination with lower airway CO to nasal air.
However, this still does not explain the high CO signal
found in nasal air in two subjects breathing through a
tracheostoma thereby excluding contamination from
the lower airways.
When flushing the nasal cavity with CO-containing
synthetic air (1.4 ppm CO) it was observed that CO
levels dropped by 0.3–0.8 ppm during passage from
one nostril to the other. This indicated a net absorption of CO by the nasal mucosa. Thus, rather than
being continuously released in the nose from cellular
sources it seems as if this gas, in part, is taken up by
the mucosa. An alternative explanation is that the CO
signal is quenched by some factor in the nose, e.g.
water vapour. However, this is less likely since mixing
of synthetic CO at a known concentration with either
nasally derived air or synthetic dry air gave the same
CO signal (unpublished observation). Furthermore,
according to the manufacturer the maximum quenching by water vapour or CO2 is v2%.
As mentioned above nasal NO is strongly flowdependent and earlier studies have shown that this is
also true for orally exhaled NO [3, 19]. The flowdependency of both NO and CO in orally exhaled air
was studied recently by ZETTERQUIST et al. [20]. It was
shown that orally exhaled CO is not flow-dependent,
whereas NO is. This strongly indicates that NO
originates predominantly in the airways whereas
CO is of alveolar origin.
To conclude, the airway release of nitric oxide and
carbon monoxide seem to differ profoundly with
regards to the amount and location in healthy
subjects. Nasal air contains high levels of nitric
oxide but no carbon monoxide, whereas air from the
lower airways and lungs contains both nitric oxide
and carbon monoxide.
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